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 ABSTRACT Thermoelastic simulation of functionally graded (FG) brake disk using finite element (FE) ANSYS 

software is performed. The material properties of two types of FG brake disks are assumed to vary in radial and 

thickness direction according to a power law distribution. The brake disks are in contact with one hollow pure pad 

disk. Dry contact friction is considered as the heat source. The proper thicknesses of pad disks are found to have 

full-contact status. The behavior of thermoelastic results for thickness and radial FG brake disks are compared. The 

results show that the behavior of temperature and vertical displacement in these two types of FG brake disks are the 

same. On the other hand, the variations of radial displacements for different grading indices n are not the same. The 

behaviors of other results are quite the same. It can be concluded that the variation direction of material properties 

in FG brake disk can affect the results. Keywords: functionally graded material, finite element method, brake disk, 

thermoelastic. 

 INTRODUCTION Functionally Graded Materials (FGMs) are materials in which the volume fraction of two 

or more constituents materials varied smoothly and continuously as a function of position along certain dimension(s) 

of the structure from one point to the other [1, 2]. Some works have been done using finite element method to obtain 

the thermomechanical response. Shahzamanian et.al [3-4] simulated FG brake disk to investigate the contact status 

and thermoelastic analysis. The steps of simulation of FG brake disk are described and the results are obtained for 

different values of contact stiffness factors and gradation indices. Yong, H. J and Ahn, S.H. [5] analyzed the 

instability in FG brake disk with variation of material properties in thickness direction. The results are presented in 

different times. Gao, C.H and Lin, X.Z. [6] obtained the temperature distribution in a three-dimensional brake disk 

by using FEM at different time. Pure pad disk is considered as a sector. In the present study, a FG hollow rotating 

brake disk with inner radiusir, outer radiusor, thickness,hand axisymmetric with respect to z-axis subjected to 

contact with one homogenous material hollow disk is analyzed. The material properties of the constituent 

components of two types of FG brake disks are assumed to be represented by a power law distribution with the 

radius and thickness of disk. Friction is considered to be the heat source that causes the thermal stresses. The 

thermoelastic results of FG brake disks with variation of material properties in radial and thickness direction are 

compared. 

 GRADATION RELATION In the present study, the property variation, P, of the material in the FG disk 

along the radial, r, and thickness, z, direction are assumed to be of the following forms in equations 1-2 respectively 

[7, 8]: ()(),nioiioirrPrPPPrr =−+  iorrr<< (1) 22()1;0;2222nncmzhzhhhPzPPnzhh ++

=+  (2) where, Pc, Pm and n are pure ceramic properties, 

pure metal properties and grading index respectively. 
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FINITE ELEMENT METHOD (FEM) 
Finite element ANSYS software is used to present the results. For thermomechanical loads, plane 13 element, is 

applied for the brake disk and pad disk. Targe 169 and Conta 171 element are used for brake and pad disks 

respectively to define the contact surfaces. The FG brake disk is divided into two hundred elements. . The mesh 

division for radial and thickness FG brake disk is presented in Figures 1-2 respectively. Increasing number of the 

elements generally will improve the accuracy of the results. ANSYS Parametric Design Language (APDL) is used 

 

Figure 1: Mesh division for radial FG brake disk 

 

Figure 2: Mesh division for thickness FG brake disk 

In the case of thermal and structural, the rate of frictional dissipation TQ is given by: 

TfQHqVμ=××× (In this case fH = 1) (3) 

where Vis the sliding rate, fHis the frictional dissipated energy converted into heat, μis the friction coefficient and 

qis the contact pressure. 



MECHANICAL BOUNDARY CONDITION FG brake disk is mounted onto a shaft at the inner surface. 

Hence, the boundary conditions are as follow: 0ru= at irr= (4) 0rσ= at orr= (5) CONTACT STATUS 

CONSIDERATION To achieve a full-contact problem between the FG brake disk and pure pad disk, contact 

status of both radial and thickness FG brake disks are investigated for different gradation indices [3-4]. In this case, 

the pad thickness value of 0.65make full-contact status in radial and thickness FG brake system for all of the values 

of gradation indices which are applied to present the thermomechanical results. RESULTS AND 

DISCUSSION A FG brake disk with5oiRR= and 10brakehmm=subjected to centrifugal force due to constant 

angular velocity 1000.0/radsω=and vertical pressure due to pad 1000.0qKPa= is considered. The friction 

coefficient between pad and brake disk for radial FG brake is0.751.4μ≤≤. For the FG brake disk, the ceramic 

surface is in contact with pad disk. Thus, friction coefficient between the pad and disk is equal to0.75μ=. A pad 

disk with ,,1.25opadipadRR=is considered when,opadoRR=. The material properties applied are shown in Table 1 [3-

4]. Table 1: Material properties 
Material property 

()EGPa 

υ 

3 ()Kgmρ 

1 ()Kα 

()WKmK 

.JCkgK  

μ between pad and pure material disk 

Partially Stabilized Zirconia (PSZ), Ceramic 

151.0 

0.3 

5700 

61010−× 

2.0 

400 
0.75 
Aluminum, Metal 

70.0 

0.3 
2700 

62310−× 

209 

900 
1.4 

In the following sections, the results are presented in non-dimensional form by Temperature, displacement, stress 

and strain are normalized by factorsmaxminTT−,23ocrcrREωρ, 22croRρωand 22ocrcrREωρ respectively. The non-

dimensional temperature for radial and thickness FG brake disk at the first contact point(0.8)oRR=are demonstrated in 

Figures 3-4 respectively. 

00.10.20.30.40.50.60.70.80.91Non-dimensional Radius (R=r/ro)Non-dimensional Temperature n = 1.5 n = 1.0 n = 0.8 n = 0.5 

Figure 3: Non-dimensional temperature for radial FG brake disks 

Figure 4: Non-dimensional temperature for thickness FG brake disks 

It can be seen from Figures 3-4 that the behavior of non-dimensional temperature at the first contact point is same. 

Non-dimensional vertical displacement in radial and thickness FG brake disk are shown in Figures 3-5. The results 

show that the variations of these displacements are similar to each other. 



Figure 5: Non-dimensional vertical displacement in radial FG brake disks 
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Non-dimensional radial displacement for radial and thickness FG brake disk is presented in Figures 7-8 respectively. 
Figure 6: Non-dimensional thickness displacement in radial FG brake disks 
Figure 7: Non-dimensional radial displacement in radial FG brake disks 

Figure 8: Non-dimensional radial displacement in thickness FG brake disks From Figure 7, it can be derived that by 

increasing the gradation indices, the non-dimensional radial displacement for radial FG brakes disk increases. But 

this observation on the thickness FG brake disk is different. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the radial displacement 

for thickness FG brake decreases with the increase of the grading index nup to certain value and after that, 

increasing the grading index resulted in the radial displacement increases up to full metal disk. Non-dimensional 

radial stress for radial and thickness FG brake are displayed in Figures 9-10 respectively. 
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Figure 9: Non-dimensional radial stress in radial FG brake disks 

Figure 10: Non-dimensional radial stress in thickness FG brake disks 

It can be deduced from Figures 9-10 that non-dimensional radial stress after the first contact point (0.8)oRR>in both 

radial and thickness FG brake disks for all of the gradation indices are equal to the values of that of full-metal and 

full-ceramic brake disk. It should be mentioned that before the first contact point (0.8)oRR<for radial FG brake disk, 

the non-dimensional radial stress for all of the gradation indices are equal and less than that for full-metal and full-

ceramic. The reverse is the case for thickness FG brake disk, the non-dimensional radial stress for all of the 

gradation indices are not equal and their values are bigger than for full-metal and full-ceramic. It is noted that by 

increasing the gradation indices, the non-dimensional radial stress increases. 

The non-dimensional out-of-plane shear stresses are shown in Figures 11-12 for radial and thickness FG brake disks 

in contact surfaces. 
Figure 11: Non-dimensional shear stress of out-of-plane in radial FG brake disks 
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Figure 12: Non-dimensional shear stress of out-of-plane in thickness FG brake disks It is seen that for radial and thickness 

FG brake disks, the values of shear stresses of all gradation indices are equal. Before0.8oRR=, the non-dimensional 

shear stresses in gradation indices for radial FG disks are lesser than those in full-metal and full-ceramic but, this 

subject for thickness FG disks is vice versa. At0.8oRR=, the shear stresses for thickness FG disks are smaller than in 

full-metal disk and shear stresses in radial FG disks are bigger than in full-ceramic disks. After0.8oRR=, the shear 

stresses of radial and thickness disks have one intersection with the shears of full-metal and full-ceramic disks. In 

radial FG disks at first the shear stresses of FG disks are greater than full-ceramic and full-metal disks but, this issue 

for thickness FG disks is different. The non-dimensional total radial stress for radial and thickness FG brake disks 

are presented in Figures 13-14 respectively. 
Figure 13: Non-dimensional total radial strain in radial FG brake disks 
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Figure 14: Non-dimensional total radial strain in thickness FG brake disks 

From Figure 13 and Figure 14, it is noted that the non-dimensional total radial strain for radial FG brake disks are 

closer to the non-dimensional total strain of full-metal. But, in thickness FG brake disks, the non-dimensional total 

radial strain is closer to the value of full-ceramic. 

CONCLUSION 
The thermoelastic analysis of two types of FG brake disks is studied. The material properties of radial FG brake disk 

vary in radial direction and for thickness FG brake disk the material properties vary in thickness direction. FG brake 

disk is in contact with pure pad disk. Dry friction is considered as heat source. At first, contact status of FG brake 

disk is investigated to have full-contact status between FG brake and pad disk. This analysis is done by ANSYS 



software. The results show that the behavior of non-dimensional temperature and vertical displacement are similar 

for radial and thickness FG brake disk. Non-dimensional radial displacement for radial and thickness FG brake disk 

are different. It is seen that non-dimensional radial stress, shear stress of out-plane and total radial strain are quite 

same. 

Finally it can be concluded that the gradation of the constituent components is a significant factor in the 

thermomechanical responses of FG brake disks. 
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